0xDBE 1.0 EAP 141.191 Release Notes
DBE-1134

Can not open any more Java SE 6 runtime

DBE-140

Table Editor: add "Value Editor" popup for BLOB data

DBE-423

Database: focus doesn't switch from result panel to output

DBE-493

Database: Procedure/Function Editor does not show changed definition

DBE-1164

Consoles: folders with consoles have internal names when opened at other project

DBE-1159

Console: database result sets have same name for different consoles

DBE-1160

Database View: incorrect shortcut for console

DBE-1161

MySQL: declare continue/exit handler for (number) shows as error - but it's not

DBE-1157

Database Console Result Tabs: java.lang.IllegalStateException: @NotNull method if you close tab while query
is still running

DBE-56

More than one console editor

DBE-1149

Console history: statements are sorted in a mixed way

DBE-1146

Console: no available schemas shown for Oracle, MS SQL, Sybase data sources

DBE-1151

Progress indication for activities initiated from console's table result tab

DBE-1148

PostgreSQL, MS SQL: tab name for result of SELECT statement is incorrect

DBE-305

Provide an ability to create schema aware sql console from database view

DBE-1141

Database console does not recognize any table

DBE-1072

Database console: MySQL unresolved qualified references

DBE-840

Database: console history could be saved under config, not system

DBE-1128

Add live template on the fly

DBE-1125

Formatting issues in MySQL's quickdoc

DBE-1071

date picker in database editor has hour 0 and hour 24

DBE-1042

Oracle GUIDs show a bunch of 0's at the beginning, and a bunch of random characters on the end

DBE-1081

remember hidden columns

DBE-1091

Quick Documentation (Ctrl + Q) screen is not updated after DDL change.

DBE-1086

After installing new version of 0xDBE all inspections disappeared

DBE-1020

Data Sources and Drivers: make possible to copy values of non-editable driver fields

DBE-1070

Disable displaying blobs

DBE-1059

Click to count: superfluous subquery is executed

DBE-1066

DB2 Inspection SQL_LINE_COMMENT

DBE-1065

Table Editor: doubled "No Data Available" for wide empty table

DBE-1052

Provide a button to pin results

DBE-1051

Smart completion (ctrl shift space) should complete join statement if there is only one variant

DBE-1044

PostgreSQL: wrong type at Database View for timestamptz, timetz and time formats with precision

DBE-1049

SQL / PostgreSQL formatting doesn't fully respect comment indentation

DBE-470

Code Style: setting "comment at first column" not persisted

DBE-1057

XML extractor does not escape illegal characters in xml columns on SQL Server

DBE-1058

Cannot tab when "helper" tooltip is present

DBE-1056

Support for varbinary(MAX) on SQL Server

DBE-1043

Oracle. Unresolved partition in "create table" statement

DBE-1047

Exception encountered deleting rows from a PostgreSQL table

DBE-1032

Table Editor: Large Values: popup for cell value does not disappear after moving focus

DBE-318v

archar tooltip for longtext column for MySql

DBE-1046

Deadlock upon starting 0xDBE

DBE-1026

Table Editor: Transpose View: a column that appears on 'Add Row' action is not wide enough

DBE-932

Oracle: 'select 2' without FROM clause is green

DBE-1035

Table Editor: Auto size column width on double click is a tiny bit to small

IDEA-137234 MySQL SSL Tunnel always auth failure with OpenSSH 6.7
IDEA-137187 the PostgreSQL dialect misses support for data-modifying queries in common table expressions
IDEA-136815 DB/JPA/QL: Console Run Configuration dropped

